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                              Answer key and marking scheme

  * NO 1:                                       

 I. ( 1,0ms)  0,25 points for eac

1.D school     

2.B. floor    

3. C. thanks       

4. C. question.                  

II. ( 2,0ms)  0,25 points for each correct answer.

1. B. an   

2. B.does   

3.C.is riding   

4. D.in  

5. B.are   

6. A.What  

7. B.close    

8. B.listens                                                           

III. ( 1,0ms)  0,5 points for each correct answer.

1. Which class are you in ?       

2. 2.  How do you go to school ?

IV.  ( 2,0ms)  0,5 points for each correct answer.

  1.  I get up at……..      

2.  Yes, I am / No , I am not    

3.  I/ We have English/ it on ……         

4. I go to school by ……/ I walk to school / I go to school on foot.                                                          

V. ( 1,0ms)  0,25 points for each correct answer.

1. lives       

2.travel    

3. watches      
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4. are 

VI. ( 2,0ms)  0,5 points for each correct answer.        

1. > Nga/ She lives in the city. 

2. > She gets up at 6.15. 

3. > No, she doesn’t  

4. > There are 42 students in her class.   

VII. ( 1,0ms)  0,5 points for each correct answer.        

1.   > My class has forty-two students . 

2.   > My house is to the right of the bakery. 

 

 

 


